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LIVE YOUR YOGA
Mind | Body | Spirit

“I do not pray for a lighter load,
but for a stronger back.”
Phillips Brook

“Strength and growth come only
through continuous eﬀort and
struggle.”
Napoleon Hill

“Where there is no struggle, there is
no strength.”
Oprah Winfrey
“Strength does not come from
winning. Your struggles develop
your strengths. When you go
through hardships and decide not to
surrender, that is strength.”
Arnold Schwarzenegger

“The undertaking of new action
brings new strength.”
Richard L. Evans

The Year of the Warrior
When you hear the word “warrior,” what images come to your
mind? When you see those images, what kinds of thoughts
emerge? What feelings are evoked by those thoughts and
images? Do those images, thoughts, and feelings make you
think of the yoga practice of ahimsa (nonviolence)? Probably
not, but this month we’re going to take a different view of what
a warrior is. We’ll focus on ways of stepping into the role of a
warrior every day and how we can be instruments of
nonviolence and embrace a different view of warrior for
ourselves and demonstrate it to others.
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This month as you think of what it means to be a warrior, I want to encourage you to add the word
“spiritual” in front of it. As yogis, that is what we are. We are spiritual warriors. We come to the mat
to do battle with the things inside us that cause suffering, our own as well as that of others. We come
to combat the enemy of avidya (self-ignorance) which is at the root of all suffering, both personal and
global. If we are to change the world for the better, we must first change ourselves, every day in every
way we can.
The saying that “hurt people hurt people” applies here. The atrocities we read about in history and
witness on the nightly news were not and are not committed by those who are spiritually at peace and
self-aware. Suffering begets suffering. Suffering is perpetuated when we have feelings we don’t like
that make us uncomfortable, and instead of going within to see how we might ameliorate that
suffering, we look outward for the cause. When we find what we perceive as the enemy to our peace
“out there,” we begin a battle that can’t be won and won’t end unless and until we turn our thoughts
inward.

Mind
As a spiritual warrior, a sharp mind is one of our weapons of peace. We must develop its strengths and
guard it against weakness. To develop the strength of our minds this month, let us engage in
meaningful learning that will help guide us on our path. What exactly is that? It’s what your inner
voice tells you it is. Each path is a sacred one, and no two are alike. If you need answers as to what
your learning focus should be, go to the mat with the intention of learning what you need to do to
develop your mind at this point in your journey. There is a Zen proverb that applies here: “When the
student is ready, the teacher will appear.” That teacher may be a book, a person, a song, a video, or
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even a situation you encounter. How will you sharpen your mind this month and attack the enemy
avidya?
“Give me a man or woman who has read a thousand books and you give me an interesting
companion. Give me a man or woman who has read perhaps three and you give me a very dangerous
enemy indeed.” - Anne Rice, The Witching Hour
Ignorance is the enemy, but not the ignorance “out there.” Avidya is the enemy; it is and always has
been. Practice every day to displace the darkness in your own heart and mind with light, and as you
light your own way, you can’t help but to light the path of those around you.

Body

“To keep the body in good health is a
duty... otherwise we shall not be able
to keep our mind strong and clear.”
Buddha

If we are to have the mind of a warrior, clear, strong, and focused, it is not enough to focus
only on the mind. We cannot neglect the care of our bodies, if we expect to have strong
minds. As we know, the mind, body, and spirit are interconnected. When we do something
that aﬀects one, it aﬀects the others, always and without fail. As much as we might want to
deny it, ignore it, or remain ignorant to it, truth is truth. What we eat aﬀects our spirits, our
minds, and our bodies.
The Emperor Napoleon is quoted as saying, “An army marches on its belly,” a saying that attests
to the fact that as warriors, we need food if we are to march forward into battle. These days
there is much disparity as to what constitutes food. A simple definition would be “something
one eats to abate hunger,’ and this is how many people treat what they consume - just as
something to enjoy as they rid themselves of hunger. I’d like to pose this question for
reflection: Are you “many people,” or are you a warrior?
In order to be victorious, a warrior must have true sustenance, REAL FOOD! dictionary.com
defines food as “any nourishing substance that is eaten, drunk, or otherwise taken into the body to
sustain life, provide energy, promote growth, etc.” As we focus on becoming great warriors this
month, may we examine what we are taking into our bodies and honestly evaluate if it meets
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all three criteria of oﬀering nourishment, providing energy, and promoting growth. Much of
what’s found in our diets promotes disease and decay, and we can’t win battles in a state of
physical and mental decay. We must choose our rations wisely if we are to be great warriors,
living life with purpose and passion.
Spirit
The spirit of a warrior is kept strong when we stay true to ourselves. We can only stay true to
ourselves if we know ourselves, and we find ourselves on the mat! We also find ourselves when
we read sacred texts (whatever those are for you), pray, and meditate upon what we read. As we
come to know ourselves, we must take courage and act upon what we know, not allowing fear or
peer pressure to keep us from doing what we know we must do. Acting contrary to what we
know to be true causes inner conflict and turmoil that weakens the spirit.
We find the spiritual strength to act on our convictions by returning to the Source - Every. Single.
Day.
Yoga Vocabulary
Ahimsa - the practice of non-violence. This encompasses how you treat yourself, others, and
even your food choices. Use svadyaya to explore choices you are making that might run contrary
to this practice. When we know better, we can do better.
Avidya - Self Ignorance
Svadyaya - Self Study

Virabhadrasana - Warrior Pose. As we do the different warrior
poses this month, may we learn to uncover our truth, have
courage to act upon it that we may be true to ourselves and our
path and listen to our inner wisdom as to ways we can become
ever- stronger warriors.
Mantra of the Month
Ong namo, guru dev namo
Translation: I bow to the infinite teacher within, and open myself to the infinite source of wisdom and
creativity within me.
I’m so grateful for my path and that I get to share this journey with you. May 2018 bring you all
that you hope for. Namaste’.
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